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1: Claim, (Cl._220—.,4)g 
(Granted under Title. 35, US; Code (1952),- sec. 266) 

The invention described herein may bemanufactured 
and used by or for the Governmentof theUnitedStateS 
of America for governmental purposes without the-pay: 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. ’ 

This invention relates to knock-down sectionalized re-. 
ceptacle constructions and more particularly to such 
constructions as are utilized in sectionalized metal chassis 
for electronic equipment. 

It has been common, in the past, to provide receptacles 
of the knock-down type, for many purposes, in order to 
provide economy of space in storage and shipment, or to’ 
provide the user a choice as to the size or natureof-the 
receptacle he may construct. Similarly, it has been 
common to provide sectionalized receptacles whereby a 
plurality of compartments could be arranged withinthe 
receptacle, as desired. Receptacles embodying these 
features have ‘been variously employed for many uses 
as for example desk drawers, storage and shipping re 
ceptacles, etc., and have been made of a-wide variety 
of materials. Similarly, the present invention, while dis 
closed as made of metal and in conjunction with the 
speci?c application to electronics equipment chassis util 
ity, is obviously of general applicability in the receptacle 
arts and may be made of any suitable material. 

Receptacles are often provided with an inwardly di 
rected ?ange at the open top thereof for purposes of rigid 
ity, for facilitation of securement of internal pieces, for 
providing sliding or stacking surfaces, or or other pur 
poses. Such receptacles, when formed of_- knockdown 
or prefabricated parts, have had the disadvantage that 
the top surfaces or ?anges thereof have not presented 
smooth level surfaces, by virtue of the double thick 
nesses of material'formed by the joints ‘between the 
walls. ‘Where sectionalization of such receptacles was 
attempted, further disadvantages generally existed in the 
necessity for the design vof ‘special-con?guration for the 
inner partitions in order that proper ?t or support could 
be obtained, and in the fact that the top surfaces of such 
partitions were not at the level of the remainder of the 
receptacles. 
The present invention provides means whereby pre 

fabricated pieces which areeasily stored’ and shipped in 
knock-down form, may be utilized to form receptacles 
of desirable sizes and in which sectionalization may be 
achieved by utilization of internal Wall pieces which are 
identical with the end wall pieces whereby the variety 
of pieces is minimized, the entire arrangement being such 
that the ?nished receptacle hasa-top ?ange which is 
level and smooth. A particularillustrative use of the 
invention is in the use of sheet metal pieces, preformed 
to the desired shapes, as by bending and cutting, and‘as-v 
sembled to form a metallic sectionalized box which may 
serve as the metal chassis for electronic equipment. In 
such a usage, the sectionalization' is particularly im 
pcrtaut since his oftennecessary in mounting electronic 
components for special, applications, electrostatic shield 
ing of elements where necessary and in the provision of 
additional structuralsupportsfor large chassis assem 
bliesli Moreover, the use of a knock-down arrangement 
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fpr electronic component support and housing?provides, 
the further. advantages that the components, as tube, socie 
ets, supports for wiring, etc., may be attachediand'the, 
wiring connections made on the flat- top plate (which, 
would be the bottom surface of’ a general‘ utility. recep 
tacle) and on the various side walls and compartment 
walls prior to their assembly, so that such operations, 
may be conducted on ?at, open surfacesrather, than in, 
the cramped con?nement generally present when work 
ing in an already assembled chassis receptacle. 

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to, 
provide knock-down sectionalized receptacles in which the 
assembled receptacles may beforrned of ‘a small variety 
of types of pieces. 
A further object of the inventionis to, provide knock 

down sectionalized receptacles in which the assembled 
receptacles have inwardly directed ?anges at the tops of 
the sidewalls thereof, said ?anges being level at the tops, 
thereof to facilitate stacking or sliding of suchreceptacles, 
on one another. ' 

A still further object of the’ inventionv is to provide, 
knock-down, metallic chassis for electronic equipment,» 
such chassis being characterized in that internal compart-~ 
ment walls are identical, with the end walls whereby 
sectionalization may be achieved, with a minimum of, 
types a of 7 components and whereby chassis maybe selec_-.. 
tively» built up to a sizeqand compartmentation desired, 
from such components. 

Another object of this inventionis to’ provideknock~ 
down metallic elements for forming chassis for elec 
tronic equipment, whereby the attachment of electronic 
components and the majority ofthe electrical‘connec, 
tions may be effected on substantially?at pieces prior to 
assembly of the chassis. ‘ 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
knock-down compartmented receptacle wherein the in 
ner walls are identical with the outer walls so thata 
minimum of types'of parts need be’ used, in which the 
side and inner walls-of the assembled receptacle are in 
wardly ?anged at the upper edge, and in which said 
?anges have a common, flat uppersurface. 

These and other objects, and many of the attendant 
advantages of this invention will be, readily appreciated. 
as the same becomes better understood by reference to. 
the following detailed description whenconsidered in 
connection with the accompanying drawing wherein: 

Fig. 1 is an exploded perspectiveview of areceptacle 
according to the present invention, showing thetcompo 
nent parts in the general arrangement in which they are 
to be assembled. 

Fig. 2 is an assembled viewv of a metallic chassisrofg 
the _present invention. 

Referring now to the drawing, it may be seen that 
the receptacle of the present invention may be con 
structed of three types of pieces, each of which maybe 
stacked separately for economyof space in storageor 
shipment. Thus, the speci?c illustrative embodiment de: 
picted in the drawings is a metallicchassis for/electronic 
equipment and includes a phantom showing of ther~man< 
ner of achievingcompartment-anonif electrostatic-shield 
ing or additional structural support; should be desired: 
The chassis comprises a ?at rectangular sheet ~metalj 
piecel, comprising the top plate of the chassis (whichv 
for other general uses ‘would comprise the bottom plate 
ofa receptacle), a pair of side walls2, each ofalength 
equalto a dimensionof the wall 1,, and formed of ‘sheet 
metal formed in a U-con?guration_,_to, provide longitur 
dinal ?anges__5, 5 extending thefulllength'thereo?and 
apair of lateral pieces 3 jformingrthe; end .walls ofgthe 
receptacle. Theend walls 3 are formed, ofgrectangular, 



' 'side walls or the end ‘walls. 

, pieces of sheet metal'having'inturned ?anges at all four 
edges thereof. ‘Thus, the longitudinal edges are, turned 
down to form ?anges 8, 8 as shown,'theside edges, be 

1 ing bent toforrn the ?anges 7, 7. 'The dimensions of, 
' the end walls 3 are sochosen that the ?anges 7-, will 

closely. engage the inner walls of side walls 2 and the 
?anges '8 will be in planar alignment with the flanges’ 
5 when the side walls are properly attached to the edges 
of the flat plate 1. > ' 

It should be noted that if each of the ?anges 7 and 8 
described in the preceding paragraph wereto extend the en» 

, tire length of end walls 3, said end walls could not be in-~ 
serted betweenlthe side walls 2 without distortion thereof,’ 
which would result in lack of ?atness of the resulting top 
and bottom ?anges 5, 5 ; 8, 8 and in lateral distortion of the 
ends of side wall 2. 'fl'he gistrof the present invention as 
previously stated, resides in the provision of a particular 

j notch 6 in each of the corners of the end walls 3, whereby 
' such walls can be ?tted to the ends of the side walls, be 
tween said walls in a'manner to form level top and bot 
Ctom ?anges and straight side wallsin theresulting re 

ceptacle. The notch 6 is formed by removal of the ends 
ofrthe longitudinal ?anges 8 to a distance equal to the 
thickness of the ?anges 5 of the side. walls 2, and by the 
removal'of a’ thin strip‘ of material longitudinally of the 

, end wall} at right angles to the edge of the resulting“ 
' shortened ?ange 8 to form a depressed support’ surface‘ 
9'to receive the ?anges 5v of the side wall 2. , The depth 
of the'surfa'ce '9' is determined 'by the thickness of the 
material and the nature of the bending used in forming the :30 
?ange 8. r A space is thus vformed at each of the corners 
of the end walls 3 into which the matching ends oflthe ' 
?anges 5 may be'v?tt'ed without distortion of either the, 

assembled as described, a receptacle is formed, such re 
ceptacle having a level, inwardly turned top ?ange and 
sides free from bulging or bowing. ’ 
The various pieces or'walls may be secured to one an 

other in any suitable manner. Thus, matching connecting 
openings, 11, may be formed in the mating surfaces of 

' the' pieces and metal screws, nuts and bolts or other 
detachable fastening means may be utilized. One speci?c 
form of fastening is illustrated in the drawing wherein the ~ 
inner walls of ?anges intended to be disposed internally 
of the receptacle (as the ?anges 5, 7 and 8) are provided 
with inwardly threaded bushings 10 suitably supported, 
as by riveting,'internally of the associated opening,las~ 
shown. ,When the pieces are assembled,'with the open 
ings 11 of mating ?anges propertly, machine screws 
are inserted'through the openings 11, ‘and by engagement 
with bushings 10, maintain the pieces in rigid assembly. 
The methodof fabricating the pieces is not the subject 

'matter of this invention and any suitable known metal 
working technique can be utilized. For example, ap 
propriate ?at shapes, with appropriate notches and con 
necting holes'can be punched from thin gage ?at stock 
which may then be bent to form the ?anges. When de 
sired, fastening media such as the bushings 10 may be 
appropriately attached, as by riveting. 
'By reference to the drawing, it may be seen that the 

, knock-down receptacle arrangement described in the 
preceding paragraphs has the further important advan 
tage that the end walls 3', are of such con?guration that 
theylmay also be used as internal compartmentation 
walls, Thus, as shown in the drawings, a panel 3 may be . 
positioned internally of the receptacle to be formed, and 

' by virtuejofthe notches 6, it will be positioned between 
the ?anges Sand the side walls’ of opposed side panels 2 

Thus, when the pieces are, 

5,942,749 ; " ~ ' ~ 

_ any of the other walls and in which the compartment wall 
itself provides an upper ?ange level with that of the 
other walls. 7 ¢ ‘ V 1 ' ' 

, From the above it way'be seen that the present inven 
tion provides a novel knock-down 'receptable which is 
sturdy and?which has a top ?ange surface ,toadapt it for 
stacking or sliding arrangements and which is constructed 
of a number of types of pieces and in which 
compartmentation may be effected by use of a piece of 

10 exactly the type used-for an outer wall. 7 It should further 
be obvious that such receptacles ,when made of metallic 
pieces, are particularly adapted vfor use as chassis for 

. electronic equipment. The pieces may be made in vari 
- - eties of sizes to give a'wide selection of sizes and con 
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20 

?gurations of receptacles and such pieces may be easily 
stacked for storage or transportation. ' 

Obviously, many modi?cations and variations of the 
7 present invention'are. possible in the light of the above, 
teachings. It is therefore to be understood that the scope 
of the invention is to :be restricted only by the scope and 
limitations ofthe appended claim and not by the details 
of the single illustrative example speci?cally described 

7 hereinabove. ' 
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when the receptacle is assembled. For a given compart- ‘ 
mentation arrangement appropriate holes (not shown) , 

, are drilled inthe side walls and/or top plates, through 
which screw means can be inserted to elfect a connection , 
with the bushings 10 of the compartment wall. It ‘should ‘ 

noted that 'such internal compartmentationdoes not 
require a 'di?erently fabricated piece and, results in a' 

" structure'which does not cause or require deformation of 

What is claimed is: , 

A knock-down metallic chassis vfor electronic equip 
ment which permits attachment of electronic components 
and’ the majority of electrical connections to be made 
on substantially'?at sections prior to assembly of said" 
chassis, comprising two side wall sections, twoend wall 
sections, a ?at top plate and a ?at bottom plate,,said wall 
sections and plates forming a rectangular chassis, said 
side wall sections have longitudinal edge ?anges form 
ing U-shaped channel sections of equal width for the 
entire length of said side wall sections, said end wall sec 
tions also having longitudinal edge ?anges forming U 
shaped channel sections of the same width as saidiside 
Wall sections, the longitudinal edge ?anges of said end 
wall sections terminating short of the ends of said end wall 
sections a distance equivalent to the width of the longi 
tudinal ?anges of said sidewall sections, the ends of said 
end wall sections having inwardly directed ?anges, the 
shortened edge ?anges of said end wall’ sections, accom-V. 
modating the longitudinal ?anges of said side wall sections ‘ 
and the inwardly directed ?anges at the ends of said end 
wall sections being removably attachable to the internal" 
surfaces anywhere along said sidewall sections, the shape 
of said end wall sections allowing them to be positioned 
parallel to the ends of said‘ chassis anywhere along, the 
internal surfaces of said side walls and fastened thereto 
such that additional end wall sections can be used to 
form parallel compartments along the lengthrof said chas 
siswithout the necessity of changing the structural shape 
of any wall section, at least one inner compartment wall 
parallel to said end wall sections and of identical con 
struction and size as said end ,wall sections, said top and 
bottom plates being substantially as wide as the length of 
said end sections and substantially as long as the length 
of said side sections and being removably attached to the 
longitudinal edge ?anges of said side and end sections 
to form a rigid chassis construction. . 
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